Binding assessment of two arachidonic-based synthetic derivatives of adrenalin with β-lactoglobulin: Molecular modeling and chemometrics approach.
A computational approach to predict the main binding modes of two adrenalin derivatives, arachidonoyl adrenalin (AA-AD) and arachidonoyl noradrenalin (AA-NOR) with the β-lactoglubuline (BLG) as a nano-milk protein carrier is presented and assessed by comparison to the UV-Vis absorption spectroscopic data using chemometric analysis. Analysis of the spectral data matrices by using the multivariate curve resolution-alternating least squares (MCR-ALS) algorithm led to the pure concentration calculation and spectral profiles resolution of the chemical constituents and the apparent equilibrium constants computation. The negative values of entropy and enthalpy changes for both compound indicated the essential role of hydrogen bonding and van der Waals interactions as main driving forces in stabilizing protein-ligand complex. Computational studies predicted that both derivatives are situated in the calyx pose and remained in that pose during the whole time of simulation with no any significant protein structural changes which pointed that the BLG could be considered as a suitable carrier for these catecholamine compounds.